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Kinetic analyses of geminate radical escape yields in terms of a simple (““ exponential ÏÏ) reaction scheme with
Ðrst-order rate constants of separation and geminate recombination have been widely used in the literature,
e.g. to evaluate rate constants of reverse electron transfer Here we demonstrate the limited value of such(k~et).
rate constants by formally analysing, in terms of the exponential model, the di†usion coefficient (viz. viscosity)
dependence of the radical escape yield as theoretically calculated in the framework of di†usion-dependent
electron transfer theory (uniÐed treatment of non-contact photoinduced forward and geminate reverse electron
transfer). It is shown that, while the true electron transfer rate constant is kept constant, the apparent rate
constant from the exponential model undergoes a wide variation as a function of di†usion coefficient andk~et
the rate of spin conversion. Nevertheless, the function represented in a double log plot for various ratesk~et(D)
of spin conversion provides a useful map suitable to assign characteristic regions of di†usional, spin and
reaction control of the geminate process. As an application to real systems the experimental example of the

system is reconsidered. Here a magnetic Ðeld e†ect on the dependence is[Ru(bpy)3]2`/methylviologen k~et(D)
useful to corroborate the non-contact formation of the radical pair in the photochemical forward electron
transfer reaction.

1 Introduction
A photoinduced electron transfer process between an excited
electron donor D* and an electron acceptor A is roughly
described as a two-stage process.1h7 The bimolecular reaction

D* ] A] [D`É É ÉA~]

is the Ðrst stage. It results in the creation of a radical pair (RP)
[D`É É ÉA~]. The second stage comprises a reverse electron
transfer reaction (geminate recombination)

[D`É É ÉA~]] D ] A

and, in competition with it, a di†usive separation into the free
radical ions D` and A~

[D`É É ÉA~]] D`] A~

A fully time-resolved observation of this latter stage is often
impeded by the fact that the bimolecular stage is slower.
Therefore, the efficiency of separation, is an importantrsep ,
observable for obtaining kinetic information on the geminate
stage.

The simplest and most widely used kinetic model to analyse
the so-called exponential model,8 employs two Ðrst-rsep ,

order rate constants, and to quantify the rates ofk~et ksep ,
reverse electron transfer and separation, respectively. The
model implies that ions are born in a sphere of radius p and
also recombine there with a uniform rate Alternativelyk~et .ions can escape the sphere and become free (never come back)
with a permanent rate

ksep \
3rc D

p3(erc@p[ 1)
(1.1)
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where D is the sum of the di†usion coefficients of the two
radicals and is the Onsager length (the distance at which therccoulomb interaction between the radicals equals [kT ).
Although this expression was obtained as the inverse time of
di†usional escape from the sphere where ions were born, it is
used as a rate of stochastic jumps outside, so that the devasta-
tion of the sphere proceeds exponentially in time. The model
acquires its name due to this feature of reaction kinetics which
in fact is never realised at least in polar solutions.9 Although
not realistic, the oversimpliÐed rate equations of the exponen-
tial model constitute the formal basis for a quantitative con-
sideration of geminate charge recombination. They were
widely used by experimentalists especially for studying the
quantum yield of charge separation.10 As follows from the
solution of these equations, is expressed as :rsep

rsep\
ksep

ksep] k~et
\

1

1 ] k~et/ksep
(1.2)

Usually this expression is applied to determine from thek~etobserved rsep .
There is a relationship between the recombination rate of

the exponential model and the kinetic rate constant of a di†u-
sional model. It can be established if one assumes that the
radicals are born in contact and the reverse electron transfer
(recombination) also occurs in contact only. The solution of
the corresponding problem in di†usion kinetics is :9

rsep \
1

1 ]
kr

4prc D
(1 [ e~rc@p)

(1.3)

Here is the kinetic rate constant of bimolecu-kr \ kc exp(rc/p)
lar recombination of the radicals (in the limit of D] O and
with the neglect of any spin e†ects) while is simply relatedkcto the exponential model recombination rate10 kc \ k~et4pp3/3.
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Conceptually, it is useful to note that eqn. (1.3) can also be
derived from the CollinsÈKimball expression11 for the
bimolecular rate constant, of di†usion-assisted bulkkCK ,
recombination of D` and A~ :

kCK \ kd
kr

kr] kd
(1.4)

Here is the di†usion-controlled bimolecular rate constant :kd

kd\ 4pD
rc

1 [ e~rc@p
(1.5)

Since the expression for in eqn. (1.4) can be interpreted askCKa product of the rate constant of di†usion-controlled for-kdmation of a contact radical pair and the probability of its
recombination, which is just it follows from eqn.(1 [ rsep),(1.4) that

rsep\
kd

kr] kd
\

1

1 ] kr/kd
(1.6)

Combining eqns. (1.5) and (1.6) yields eqn. (1.3).
The missing link between eqns. (1.2) and (1.6) is provided by

the approach of Eigen12 who expressed the equilibrium con-
stant of formation of contact ion pairs by :Kip

kip\
kd
ksep

(1.7)

By using the approximation13

Kip\ 43pp3 erc@p (1.8)

the aforementioned expression (1.1) for can be obtained.ksepHence, in the case of contact reaction for both forward and
reverse electron transfer, can be written as :rsep

rsep \
1

1 ] k~et
p3

3Drc
(erc@p[ 1)

(1.9)

and the rate constant of the exponential model can bek~etevaluated as

k~et \
A 1

rsep
[ 1
B 3Drc

p3(erc@p[ 1)
(1.10)

This expression has been widely used to ““measure ÏÏ k~etthrough and to analyse the dependence of on variousrsep k~etparameters such as thermodynamic driving force,14,15 ionic
strength16 and temperature.17 There is no doubt, however,
that, in general, the geminate reaction scenario is more
complex. First, electron transfer is not necessarily a contact
process, but may create the radical pair with an initial separa-
tion of up to several and second, since unpaireda- ngstro� ms,
spins are involved in the recombination of a radical pair, the
rate of reverse electron transfer is controlled by spin selection
rules and therefore is coupled to the dynamics of multiplicity
changes in the radical pair. The latter situation gives rise to
magnetic Ðeld and spin polarisation e†ects and has been
extensively characterised, both experimentally and theoreti-
cally, in the spin chemical literature.18 A uniÐed treatment of
non-contact reaction of photoinduced forward and geminate
reverse electron transfer has been developed by one of the
present authors and co-workers.7,8,19 Recently the role of spin
e†ects has also been incorporated into this uniÐed treat-
ment.20,21

Since for general chemical thinking the exponential model is
a basic paradigm, in this paper we will analyse the theoretical
and experimental di†usion and spin dependence of fromrsepthe perspective of the exponential model. To this end we will
consider the behaviour of the apparent rate constant ofk~etreverse electron transfer assigned from under the assump-rsep

tion of validity of the exponential model. By concentrating on
a situation typical of the well-studied reaction of photoexcited
ruthenium trisbipyridine with methylviologen([Ru(bpy)3]2`)
(MV2`),22 we will demonstrate how far a naive interpretation
of [evaluated according to eqn. (1.10)] as the speciÐc ratek~etof reverse electron transfer can go wrong, but also that the
dependence of the apparent (““ exponential ÏÏ) rate constant k~eton the di†usion coefficient can be quite useful for assigning
characteristic kinetic regimes of the geminate recombination
process.

2 Theoretical predictions

The following spin-dependent reaction scenario will be con-
sidered :

3D* ] A] 3[D`É É ÉA~]] D`] A~

CB

1[D`É É ÉA~]] D`] A~

B

1[DÉ É ÉA]

It assumes that very fast spin conversion follows d-pulse exci-
tation of excited singlet of electron donor, so that only triplet
donor molecules are involved in subsequent bimolecular elec-
tron transfer resulting in formation of triplet RPs
3[D`É É ÉA~]. They may be born at a distance somewhat
larger than contact. The distribution of these distances will
depend on the distance law of the forward electron transfer
rate constant and on the di†usion coefficient. For recombi-
nation, too, a distance-dependent rate law of electron transfer
has to be taken into account. But furthermore, electron trans-
fer will be controlled by a spin selection rule. So, triplet/singlet
(T/S) transitions in the RP become an essential element of the
geminate kinetics. In most practical cases, recombination is
energetically feasible only for singlet RPs 1[D`É É ÉA~]. This is
the situation that we will consider here.

For T/S spin transitions two contributions will be taken
into account : incoherent T/S relaxation due to the uncor-
related spin relaxation in the two radicals of the pair, and
coherent T/S transitions due to the time-invariant part of the
spin Hamiltonian. Of the coherent contributions we will only
consider T/S mixing due to the Zeeman Hamiltonian. It arises
from di†erent g-factors of the two radicals and the T/S mixing
frequency is proportional to the external magnetic Ðeld B0 .

For this reaction scenario a uniÐed treatment of both
forward and reverse electron transfer has been elaborated and
a general numerical solution has been developed.21 An ana-
lytical solution has been obtained for the special case where
coulombic interaction is negligible the RPs are born(rc ] 0),
at some Ðxed distance apart from contact, they recombine on
contact and their spin motion is completely described by the
incoherent relaxation process.20,23 This analytical solution
will be used here to demonstrate the essential consequences if
one applies a data analysis formally based on the interpreta-
tion of in terms of the exponential model to a situationrsepwhere actually non-contact creation of radical pairs and spin-
dependent recombination take place.

The analytical solution is expressed in terms of the follow-
ing parameters : p, the contact radius ; the radius of RPr0 ,
creation ; D, the sum of the di†usion coefficients of the two
radicals ; the purely activation-controlled second-order ratekr ,constant of spin-allowed recombination (as would be the mea-
sured rate constant in a solvent where D is inÐnite), and k0 ,
the rate constant of spin transitions between levels of
o*m oO 1.
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The result is20

rsep\ 1 [
14kr[G3 0(p, r0 , 0) [ G3 0(p, r0 , 4k0)]

1 ] 34kr G3 0(p, p, 4k0)] 14kr G3 0(p, p, 0)
(2.1)

where the function s), representing the Laplace trans-G3 0(p, r0 ,
form of the GreenÏs function of free di†usion, is given by :

G3 0(p, r0 , s)\
1

4pr0D
exp[[(r0 [ p)Js/D]

1 ] p Js/D
(2.2)

Based on eqn. (2.1) it is easy to obtain the e†ect of a variation
of the di†usion coefficient D on Then, by using eqn.rsep .
(1.10), we may calculate the e†ective value of that followsk~etfrom such a realistic di†usional dependence of if thersepkinetics are interpreted within the frame of the exponential
reaction scheme:

k~et \
3D
p2

1 ] x [ e~ax

4
r0
p
Akd
kr

[
p

4r0
] 1
B
(1] x)[

3r0
p

x ] e~ax

(2.3)

with

kd \ 4ppD (2.4)

x \ J4k0 p2/D (2.5)

a \
r0
p

[ 1 (2.6)

Here the quantity x Ðgures as a measure comparing the rate
constant of spin equilibration with the inverse of the(4k0)characteristic di†usion lifetime p2/D of the radical pair.

It must be stressed that if the exponential model would
realistically apply, as evaluated from should be inde-k~et rseppendent of D.

As stated in the Introduction, the parametrization of our
calculation will be done with relevance to the

electron transfer system for which the3[Ru(bpy)3]2`/MV2`
viscosity and magnetic Ðeld dependence of have beenrsepexperimentally assessed in detail22 and for which the spin
dynamics is well accounted for by the approach indicated
above. The following parameter values were employed :

p \ 10 A� , r0 \ 10.5 A� , rc \ 0,

kr \ 106 A� 3 ns~1, k0\ 20 ns~1

These are similar to those used in our previous theoretical
study21 analysing the viscosity dependence of the magnetic
Ðeld e†ect on Since in water/acetonitrile/ethylene glycolrsep .
mixtures at high ionic strength the coulomb interaction is
strongly screened, the Onsager radius was set to zero.rcWhereas in ref. 21 the spin situation was approximated by an
e†ective two-level system, in the present work we explic-T0/Sitly took into account all four spin substates of the RP.
Because we eliminated this two-level simpliÐcation, it turned
out to be necessary to increase by about a factor of 3 inkrcomparison with a previous Ðtting to restore the order-of-
magnitude agreement with the experimentally determined
absolute values of As detailed in ref. 21, the distancersep .24 r0at which the RP is created is subject to a distribution function
that varies with the di†usion coefficient D. Using a Ðxed r0over a broad range of D is a fairly crude approximation but
still allows one to retain the general features of the results of a
more realistic calculation as will be shown further below.

Fig. 1(a) shows a double log plot of as a function of thek~etinter-radical di†usion coefficient D according to eqn. (2.3).
With the values of p, and kept Ðxed as speciÐed above,r0 krthe rate constant of spin relaxation, was varied in multi-k0 ,
ples of 10 over several orders of magnitude. It is obvious that

Fig. 1 Apparent (exponential model based) Ðrst-order rate constant
of geminate reverse electron transfer as a function of di†usionk~etcoefficient D with T/S conversion modelled by a rate process with rate

constant The di†erent lines correspond to di†erent values ofk0 . k0(from bottom to top, solid and dashed lines : 10~3, 10~2, 10~1, 1, 10,
102, 103 and 104 ns~1 ; dashed-dotted lines : 106, 108, 1010 and 1012
ns~1). The broad dashed and solid curves combine a set of curves
representing the region of encountered in the reference experimentsk0(for details see Fig. 3). The experimentally accessible region of D is
marked by two vertical lines. (a) Results calculated by eqns. (2.3)È(2.6)
with ns~1 for RPs recombining in contact. Solid lines arekr\ 106 A� 3
for RPs born with initial separation dashed lines togetherr0\ 10.5 A� ;
with their solid continuations and dashed-dotted lines for RPs born at

(b) Results for RPs whose formation and recombi-r0\ p \ 10 A� .
nation was treated in the framework of distance-dependent forward
and backward electron transfer (cf. ref. 21). The distance dependence
of electron transfer was modelled by eqn. (3.1). Other parameters are
the same as for the solid curves in part (a).

the constancy of with D, as usually expected when apply-k~eting a kinetic analysis of on the basis of the exponentialrsepmodel, only holds for a very limited range of D and at very
high values of Elsewhere, may deviate from this limit-k0 . k~eting behaviour by orders of magnitude. For most cases this fact
invalidates the interpretation of in terms of electronk~ettransfer rate only. Nevertheless, the diagram shown in Fig.
1(a) is of considerable heuristic value : the characteristic ranges
of D dependence of may be used to classify four di†erentk~ettypes of kinetic behaviour associated with speciÐc regions of
the vs. log(D) diagram. These are (cf. assignments inlog(k~et)Fig. 1(a)) :

1 region of (extended) slope 0
2 region of slope 1
3 region of slope 1/2
4 region of slope [1/2

Region 1. This region corresponds to the limit x ] O,
It is actually contracted to a line bounding the pos-kr/kd ] 0.

sible DN domain from above and has no signiÐcantMk~et ,extension in two dimensions. In this border-line case the back-
ward electron transfer is reaction-controlled and this is the
only domain where does not depend on di†usion as it isk~etimplied in the exponential model. From eqn. (2.3) one obtains
in this limit :

k~et, *1+\
3kr

16pr0 p2
\

1

4

p
r0

kr
v

(2.7)

Here it is indicated that can be factorized into threek~et, *1+terms :19 an e†ective Ðrst-order rate constant for spin-kr/v,allowed reaction at contact, obtained from by dividing it bykrthe volume v\ 4pp3/3 of the reaction sphere [cf. eqn. (1.8)],
the factor corresponding to the probability that after for-p/r0mation at the RP will eventually encounter at r \ p ;r \ r0and the factor 1/4 accounting for the spin restriction that only
singlet RPs are reactive.
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Region 2. This region corresponds to the limit x ] O,
i.e. it is the limit of a fully di†usion-controlled back-kd/kr ] 0,

ward electron transfer. Like region 1, region 2 is also a
border-line case, but bounding the possible DN domainMk~et ,from the left. From eqn. (2.3) one obtains :

k~et, *2+\
3D

p(r0 [ p)
(2.8)

which yields a slope of 1 in the double log plot. When decreas-
ing D, the transition from region 1 to region 2 occurs at about

D*1, 2+\
kr

4pp
A
1 [

p
r0

B
(2.9)

Eqn. (2.8) is only valid for If tends to p, i.e. theD@ D*1, 2+ . r0radical pairs are born at contact, tends to zero and theD*1, 2+limiting behaviour of the fully di†usion-controlled type behav-
iour of backward electron transfer disappears, as would be
reasonably expected since for no di†usion is necessaryr0 \ p
to bring the radical pair to the recombination distance.

Region 3. This region corresponds to the limit x ] 0,
i.e. here the backward electron transfer is di†usion-kd/kr ] 0,

and spin-controlled. The region covers most of the area
between the bounding line of limit 2 and the maxima of the

vs. log(D) curves. The limiting form of eqn. (2.3) forlog(k~et)this case is :

k~et, *3+\
3

2

Jk0D
p

(2.10)

Consequently, in this region the slope of the curves is 1/2. As
pointed out above, region 3 is left-bounded by the line of limit
2. The transition from slope 1 (region 2) to slope 1/2 (region 3)
occurs around

D*2, 3+\ 14(r0[ p)2k0 (2.11)

As was mentioned above, for region 3 is actuallyr0] p
unbounded on the left, so that for contact-born radical pairs it
extends to D\ 0 (cf. dashed lines in Fig. 1).

Region 4. This region corresponds to the limit x ] 0,
i.e. here the reaction is reaction- and spin-controlled.kr/kd ] 0,

As can be seen from the limiting expression derived from eqn.
(2.3) :

k~et, *4+\
3

8ppr0
kr
Sk0

D
(2.12)

the slope in the double log plot is [1/2, i.e. the reaction is
inhibited by di†usion. The transition from region 3 to 4 occurs
around

D*3, 4+\
kr

4pr0
(2.13)

and the transition from region 1 to region 4 is at

D*1, 4+\ 4p2k0
Thus region 1, i.e. the limiting behaviour of pure reaction
control (including the spin statistical factor of 1/4) is bounded
between If and are such thatD*1, 2+\ D\D*1, 4+ . kr k0the plateau region of case 1 does not exist atD*1, 2+[ D*1, 4+all.

Creation and recombination in contact. As was pointed out
above, the border-line marking region 2 disappears if r0] p,
i.e. if the radical pairs are born in contact. This means that the

lines of constant in region 3 continue with slope 1/2 all thek0way down to log D] [ O. This behaviour is indicated by
the dashed lines in Fig. 1. The analytical expression obtained
in the limit from eqn. (2.3) isr0] p

k~et\
3D
4p2

x
kd
kr

x ]
kd
kr

] 1

(2.14)

Actually, this limiting formula for is completely sufficientk~etto reproduce the curves of Fig. 1 correctly in regions 1, 3 and
4, i.e. only the existence of boundary 2 is a speciÐc feature of
non-contact formation of the radical pair. The fact that
regions 3 and 4 exist even for the case of combined contact
formation and contact recombination of the radical pair indi-
cates that, even in this situation, which is so close to the idea
of the exponential model, the constancy of the formally evalu-
ated quantity with respect to a variation of D is not war-k~etranted because of the involvement of spin dynamics in the
backward electron transfer.

Distance-dependent forward and backward electron transfer.
It has been indicated above that assessing a Ðxed distance of
radical pair creation and recombination over a wide range of
D-values is an oversimpliÐed picture. Therefore it is instructive
to see the corresponding log vs. log D diagram that is(k~et)obtained if a distance-dependent rate law for both forward
and backward electron transfer is taken into account. Details
of such a calculation have been described in ref. 21. In Fig.
1(b) we present the results obtained accordingly. The param-
eters chosen were in accord with those underlying Fig. 1(a) (cf.
Ðgure caption). Comparing the two Ðgures we note that the
features of the four regions are essentially conserved in the full
distance-dependent model, although the values of the slopes in
Fig. 1(b) deviate somewhat from those of the analytical model
represented by eqn. (2.3). In the transition region between
regions 2 and 3 we note a zone with a smaller slope and an
inÑection point. This latter feature is not borne out in the sim-
pliÐed analytical model represented in Fig. 1(a). The di†erence
exhibited by the two diagrams is essentially due to the di†er-
ence in the distance of RP generation. While is anr0 , r0invariable parameter in the simpliÐed model underlying Fig.
1(a), it increases with diminishing D (ref. 21) in the distance-
dependent model underlying Fig. 1(b). As increases ther0border-line of region 2 is shifted to lower D [cf. eqn. (2.11)].
Thus the curves in region 3 are pulled out to the left and
inÑection points appear.

3 Comparison with a real system
In specifying the Ðxed parameters p, and for the theo-kr , r0retical model described in the last section we referred to the

reaction system, but D and were3[Ru(bpy)3]2`/MV2` k0kept varying over a wide range. We will now sharpen our
focus on the realistic ranges of the variable parameters D and

suitable for the system in question.22 The D range ofk0experimental interest is indicated by the vertical lines in Fig. 1,
the experimentally accessible range of values leads to ak0bunch of curves indicated by the broad curve in the Ðgure.
The broadness of this curve corresponds to a variation in k0that is equivalent (cf. below) to the e†ects that ensue when
applying magnetic Ðelds between 0 and 3 T. For reasons of
better resolution we will now consider plots with linear scales
of and D. Fig. 2(a) shows the values of previouslyk~et rsepobserved for a variation of D through solvent viscosity at
various values of the external magnetic Ðeld.22 Fig. 2(b) shows
the values obtained by eqn. (1.10), i.e. from the analysis ofk~etin terms of the exponential model. The relative magneticrsepÐeld e†ects on and are plotted in Figs. 2(c) and (d).rsep k~etThe D-dependent magnetic Ðeld e†ect on has beenrsep
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Fig. 2 Experimental data for the reaction3[Ru(bpy)3]2`/MV2`
system.22 (a) Quantum yields of radical separation (circles).rsepCurves 1È7 correspond to magnetic Ðelds B of 0, 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, 2.5
and 3.0 T, respectively. (b) Apparent Ðrst-order rate constant of k~etof reverse electron transfer as evaluated from the data in terms ofrsepthe exponential model eqn. (1.10)]. (c) Relative magnetic Ðeld e†ect on

based on the data in part (a). (d) Relative magnetic Ðeld e†ect onrsep based on the data in part (b).k~et

analysed in ref. 21. Here we will concentrate on the D depen-
dence of to see how it Ðts in to the general classiÐcationk~etof kinetic ranges speciÐed in the last section. In order to see
this, we plot relevant slices of the diagrams in Figs. 1(a) and
(b) with linear scales. The linear plots are shown in Figs. 3(a)È
(c) for the analytical model with and withr0 \ p r0 \ p] 0.5

and for the model with variable distance dependence,A� ,
respectively. As can be seen, all of them bear semiquantitative
resemblance to the diagrams with the experimental values.

The analytical model leading to eqn. (2.3) for does notk~etinclude the spin dynamic e†ects of an external magnetic Ðeld
explicitly. We have found, however, that for a numerical cal-
culation with explicit consideration of the spin Liouvillian the
resulting function obtained for a Ðxed Ðeld can bek~et(D) B0precisely matched with a curve for but the value ofB0\ 0 k0changed to a certain (higher) value For these calculationsk0@ .we employed the technique developed in ref. 21 with the spin
Liouvillian from ref. 25 appropriate for the experimental
system under consideration. The distance-dependent electron

Fig. 3 Linear plot of the Ðrst-order rate constant in the experi-k~etmentally realized region of D marked in Fig. 1. For the lowest curve
in each diagram the value of is 20 ns~1. For the other curves thek0value of was chosen such as to represent the kinetic e†ects of mag-k0netic Ðelds of 0.5, 1, 1.5, 2, 2.5 and 3 T. For details of this assignment
see text and Fig. 4. Parameters unless speciÐed below are as in Fig. 1.
(a) Contact-born contact-recombining RPs.(r0\p \ 10 A� ) k0\ 20,
20.96, 23.18, 25.83, 28.51 31.10 and 33.57 ns~1 (from bottom to top).
The lines correspond to the broad dashed curve and its continuation
into the broad solid curve in Fig. 1(a). (b) Remotely-born (r0\ 10.5 A� )
but contact-recombining RPs. 21.03, 23.42, 26.25, 29.12, 31.88k0\ 20,
and 34.50 ns~1. The lines correspond to the broad solid enhanced
curve in Fig. 1(a). (c) RPs with a distribution of creation and recombi-
nation distances calculated in the framework of remote forward and
backward electron transfer. 21.66, 25.66, 30.51, 35.34, 39.78k0\ 20,
and 43.70 ns~1. The lines correspond to the broad solid curve in Fig.
1(b).

transfer is described by the exponential

W (r) \ W0 exp[[(r [ p)/L ] (3.1)

where for both forward and backward reactions W0 \ 103
ns~1 and L \ 0.75 which correspond to the value ofA� , kr\also used in the contact approximation.24 The fact that it106
is possible to obtain the same curve for a calculationk~et(D)
with some and as in a calculation with but somek0 B0 B0 \ 0
higher value of supports the intuitive view that,k0@ k0kinetically, the *g-dependent magnetic Ðeld e†ect on the spin
dynamics of the RP is to accelerate the conversion between T
and S states. The empirical relations between andk0@ B0obtained for the three reaction models considered in this
paper are shown in Fig. 4. By using such correlations it is
possible to include the magnetic Ðeld e†ect into the analytical
model.

From the qualitative comparison of the experimental result
in Fig. 2(b) with Figs. 3(a)È(c) we cannot favour one of the
theoretical models. A clear distinction arises, however, if we
plot the relative magnetic Ðeld e†ects as functions of D [cf.
Figs. 5(a)È(c)]. Here we see that only the analytical model with
distant creation of the radical pair and the model with
distance-dependent forward and backward electron transfer
reproduce the experimentally observed feature that for D] 0
the magnetic Ðeld e†ect turns to zero. The contact/contact
model behaves di†erently. Here the magnetic Ðeld e†ect shows
a slight increase with decreasing D and reaches a limiting
Ðnite value for D] 0. Thus, the characteristic D dependence
of the magnetic Ðeld e†ect on as exhibited by the experi-k~etmental results bears evidence of the distant creation of the
radical pair in this reaction system. Although, in absolute
terms, creation of the radical pair at 10.5 i.e. only 0.5A� , A�
wider than ““contact ÏÏ, seems quite a subtle di†erence, the type

Fig. 4 Empirical equivalence relations between T/S transition rate
constant and magnetic Ðeld (for details see text). Line 1 corre-k0@ B0sponds to the case of contact-born and contact-recombining RPs, line
2 to remotely-born and contact-recombining RPs, and line 3 to the
case of RPs created and recombining in the course of distance-
dependent forward and backward electron transfer.

Fig. 5 Relative magnetic Ðeld e†ect on apparent Ðrst-order rate con-
stant theoretically predicted for various models. Linear plots upk~etto the highest experimentally observed D value in the reference
system. (a) Contact-born contact-recombining RPs, curves calculated
from the curves in Fig. 3(a). (b) Remotely-born contact-recombining
RPs, curves calculated from the curves in Fig. 3(b). (c) Formation and
recombination of RPs calculated in the framework of remote forward
and backward electron transfer [cf. Fig. 3(c)].
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of D dependence of this magnetic Ðeld e†ect is indeed sensitive
enough to make such a deÐnite conclusion.

As seen in Fig. 2(b) the apparent values obtained fromk~etthe experiments in the probed D interval range from 5 to 24
ns~1. With these values we should compare the ““ true ÏÏ (i.e.
D-independent) Ðrst-order rate constant ns~1kr/v\ 240
employing the value that follows from the simulation withkrthe di†usion model [cf. Fig. 3(c)] which gives a fair repro-
duction of the observed in Fig. 2. Thus it is clearlyk~etdemonstrated that, apart from an apparently non-realistic D
dependence of the quantitiy evaluated from the exponen-k~ettial model, its value may be much smaller than the value of
the ““ true ÏÏ Ðrst-order rate constant of the reverse electronkr/vtransfer. This is true even if a spin statistical factor of 4 is
allowed for.

Conclusions

It has been shown that the analytically tractable di†usional
model with RP creation at non-contact distance con-r0[ p,
tinuous di†usion, Ðrst-order kinetic type spin processes and
contact recombination Fig. 1(a)] reproduces most of the char-
acteristic features of the numerical solution of a more reÐned
model with a general distance-dependent forward and back-
ward electron transfer and with inclusion of coherent spin
processes [Fig. 1(b)]. This should be of practical importance
since the analytical result lends itself to a better rational-
ization, the more so since it allows simple expressions to be
derived for the limiting cases of interest.

From what has been presented in this paper it should be
clear that the values evaluated from the radical escapek~etyields by using a spin-independent exponential model are only
of limited use as a true measure of the electron transfer rate.
From the D dependence of one can, however, assessk~etwhich processes control the efficiency of reverse electron
transfer.

In particular, we have shown that the relation is ak~et(D)
sensitive indicator of non-contact electron transfer, whenever
the kinetic situation approaches the border-line case 2. A still
more sensitive indicator of this case is the D dependence of the
relative magnetic Ðeld e†ect on [cf. Figs. 2(d), 3(c), 5(c)].k~etThereby, even in moderately viscous solution, a distinction
can be made between (case of RP format at contact)r0\ p
and i.e. di†erences in creation distance on ther0 \ p] 0.5 A� ,
order of the length parameter L of the exponential distance
law of electron transfer can be detected.

Finally it must be pointed out that, in general, the behav-
iour for D] 0 as expressed in Figs. 1 and 2 is charac-k~et ] 0
teristic for a situation where the distance of recombination is
shorter than the distance of RP formation. In the opposite
case, i.e. creation distance shorter than recombination dis-
tance, would increase for D] 0.19k~et
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